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The Decline of the Classic Manor in 

Germany during the 
High Middle Ages 

WERNER ROSENER 

In an informative outline of the history of German agricul-
ture, Georg von Below stresses the importance of the trans-
formation of the medieval manorial system. He considers the 
decline of the classic manor to have been 'the most signifi-
cant event in the agrarian history of Germany during the 
high Middle Ages', 1 comparable to the colonization of the 
east. A totally different view was put forward by Alfons 
Dopsch. In his book Herrschaft und Bauer (1939), he com-
pletely rejected the notion of far-reaching change in the 
medieval manorial system. According to Dopsch, no such 
economic upheaval took place at all.2 Before going on to 
examine this controversial issue in greater detail, it is necess-
ary to clarify a number of fundamental terms. 

In German agrarian historiography, the term Villikations-
verfassung usually denotes a form of manorial organization 
which is known in French as the régime domanial classique and 
in English as the classic manor. 3 This manorial system was 
characteristically centred on the demesne of the lord of the 
manor, to which dependent peasant holdings were attached. 
The demesne, comprising arable land, meadowlands, and 
gardens, was either occupied and farmed by the lord himself, 
or run by an estate official, the villicus, maior, or cellerarius. 

1 G. von Below, Geschichte der deutschen Landwirtschaft des Mittel,alters in ihren 
Grundziigen (2nd edn.; Quellen und Forschungen zur Agrargeschichte, 18; Stutt-
gart, 1966), So. 

2 A. Dopsch, Herrschaft und Bauer in der deutschen Kaiseruit Uena, 1939), 135. 
8 Cf. H. K. Schulze, 'Grundherrschaft', Handwiirterbuch zur · deutschen 

R.echtsgeschichte, ii (1971), 1824-42; R Kotzschke, Allgemeine Wirtschaftsgeschichte des 
Mittel,alters Uena, 1924), 227-42; G. Duby, L'eamomie rural.e et /,a vie des campagnes 
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The villicus farmed the demesne with the aid of unfree farm 
labourers and peasants rendering compulsory labour serv-
ices. He also collected dues in cash and kind from the de-
pendent tenant farmers, and presided over the manorial 
court. 

In direct contrast to the classic manor with its distinctive 
demesne economy was the Rentengrundherrschaft ( the manor 
as an institution providing rent), in which manorial centres 
functioned solely as collection points for peasant dues, but 
not as manors in the true sense. Between these two poles of 
manorial organization there was a whole range of hybrid and 
transitional forms, such as, for example, the type of manorial 
estate on which the demesne lands were cultivated by tied 
farmhands or day labourers. The character of the manorial 
estates owned by the king, the nobility, and the Church was 
determined to varying degrees by different patterns of mano-
rial organization. During the early Middle Ages the classic 
manor also developed in Imperial possessions and on the 
estates owned by the major bishoprics and Imperial abbeys. 
It doubtless represented the most common form of agricul-
tural organization. To what extent the classic manor had also 
spread through the numerous landed possessions of the 
nobility is difficult to estimate, given the current state of 
research. 

I 

The transformation of the manorial system in Germany dur-
ing the high Middle Ages was just one of a number of 
changes affecting the power structure, the economy, and 
dans ['Occident medieva~ i (Paris, 1962), 97-1 oo; B. H. Slicher van Bath, The Agrarian 
Histcrry of Western Europe, A.D. 500-I850 (London, 1966), 4o-g; F. Liitge, Geschichte 
der deutschen Agraroeifassung vom friihen Mittelalter bis zum 19. Jahrhundert (2nd edn., 
Deutsche Agrargeschichte, 3; Stuttgart, 1967), 45-56; F. L. Ganshof and A. 
Verhulst, 'Medieval Agrarian Society in its Prime: France, The Low Countries, and 
Western Germany', Cambridge Economic Histcrry of EurO'jJe, i (Cambridge, 1966), 305-
19; A. Verhulst, 'La Genese du regime domanial classique en France au haut moyen 
age', Agricultura e mondo rarale in Occidente nell'alto medioevo (Settimane di studio de! 
Centro italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo, 13; Spoleto, 1966), 135-60; G. 
Fourquin, Histoire economique de ['Occident medieval (2nd edn., Paris, 1979), 56-67; Le 
Grand Domaine aux epoques merouingienne et carolingi,enne, ed. A. Verhulst (Ghent, 
1985); W. Rosener, Bauern im Mittelalter (Munich, 1985), 25-g. 
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society as a whole. It can only be briefly surveyed here. The 
economic upturn which took place from the eleventh to the 
thirteenth centuries was accompanied by an extraordinary 
population increase in all European countries.4 This growth 
was sustained by a considerable rise in agricultural produc-
tion-the result both of additional, newly cleared land com-
ing under the plough, and of an improvement in the use of 
land.5 Both factors-population increase and agricultural 
progress-were closely linked and interdependent. In-
creased agricultural production stimulated further growth in 
the population, while the rise in population encouraged 
cultivation of more land, especially in newly cleared areas. 
The demographic factor should not, therefore, be seen in 
isolation, but against the background of various forces un-
derlying structural change during the high Middle Ages. 

During this period population growth was also closely con-
nected with a number of other trends. Towns began to 
flourish, and trade and communication networks developed 
and gave rise to a market economy based on money and the 
division of labour. 6 The increase in urban trade and the 
range of goods on offer in the markets affected the agri-
cultural sector, leading to an increase in the financial re-
quirements of landowners and the peasant population. 
Production for the market, the exchange of goods, and the 
circulation of money thus came to play an increasingly im-
portant role in the rural economy and gradually transformed 
the agricultural system. Any investigation of structural 
change in the high Middle Ages must, therefore, take ac-
count of the reciprocal connections between a number of 
factors: population growth, cultivation of the land and ad-

4 J.C. Russel, 'Population in Europe, 500-1500', The Fontana Economic Histury of 
Europe, i: The Middle Ages, ed. C. M. Cipolla (London, 1972), 37-41; Determinanten 
der Bevolkerungsentwicklung im Mittelalter, ed. B. Herrmann and R Sprandel 
(Weinheim, 1987). 

5 W. Abel, Agrarltrisen und Agrarltonjunktur (3rd edn., Hamburg, 1978), 27-43; 
id., Geschichte der deutschen Landwirtschaft vom .friihen Mittelalter bis zum 19. Jahrhundert 
(3rd edn., Deutsche Agrargeschichte, 2; Stuttgart, 1978), 29-47. 

6 F.-W. Henning, Das varindustrieUe Deutschland, 800 bis r8oo, i (Paderborn, 
1974), 69-123; E. Ennen, Die europaische Stadt des Mittelalters (2nd edn., Gottingen, 
1975), 73-104; H. Kellenbenz, Deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte, i (Munich, 1977), 105-
38; J. Le Goff, 'The Town as an Agent of Civilisation 1200-1500', The Fontana 
Economic Histury of Europe, i. 71-106. 
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vances in the agrarian economy, and the growth of trade. 
These formed the basis for the prosperity of the towns and 
the rise of a market economy. Thus, according to Wilhelm 
Abel, the high Middle Ages marked a turning-point which 
'separates the era of the (relatively) self-sufficient closed 
circuit of production and consumption from the era of the 
trading economy based on the division of labour' .7 

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the fluctu-
ations and general trends outlined above gradually led to the 
breakup of the traditional, classic manor. The basic structure 
of the manorial system was particularly suited to economic 
conditions in the early Middle Ages, when the market and 
the supply of money were at an early stage of development. 
At the beginning of the high Middle Ages, when trade and 
communications began to intensify, these underlying con-
ditions no longer applied. The rise of the money economy 
transformed the basis of the manorial system.8 The expan-
sion of the market, the increase in the production of goods 
in the towns, and the first signs of a division of labour 
between town and country meant that the demesne lands 
progressively lost their former importance as suppliers to 
the households of the feudal lords. Basic necessities, espe-
cially articles produced by craftsmen, could now also be 
obtained at the markets which were being established all 
over the country. Although the classic manor of the early 
Middle Ages afforded feudal lords and their peasant tenants 
a high degree of economic independence and self-suffi-
ciency, it also tied the tenants down and impeded growth in 
agricultural production. Furthermore, the crusades and in-
creased contacts with the eastern Mediterranean created a 
demand for luxury consumer goods among noble and eccle-
siastical landowners, which could be met only by raising the 
level of income from manorial estates. 9 This desire on the 
part of landowners to increase money income was matched 
by a desire on the part of the peasants for greater independ-

7 Abel, Geschichte der Landwirtschaft, 55. 
8 H. Pirenne, Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte Europas im Mittelalter (3rd edn., 

Munich, 1974), 69-88. 
9 Lutge, Agrarverfassung, 83; F.-W. Henning, Landwirtschaft und liindliche 

Gesellschaft in Deutschland, i (Paderborn, 1979), 91-3. 
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ence. In particular, the peasants were eager to have greater 
freedom to dispose of their labour and to exploit the oppor-
tunities offered by the markets in the towns to sell their 
produce. The commutation of labour services into regular 
payments of money appeared to open up a practical means 
to this end, and to satisfy the interests of both sides. 

II 

In addition to these general trends and the need to adapt to 
the new economic situation, there were other specific causes 
of the decline of the classic manor during the high Middle 
Ages in Germany, and of the reduction in the number of 
landowners who managed their estates directly. The admin-
istration of feudal manors with their sophisticated legal and 
economic structures was a relatively complicated task. To 
supervise estate officials, ensure that the peasants· fulfilled 
their labour obligations, and secure yields from the demesne 
farms required efficiency and organizational skills. The de-
cline in direct management and the transition to a manorial 
system in which payment in cash and kind predominated 
made it possible to reduce high administrative costs. 

In their studies of the causes of the decline of the classic 
manor, the American historians D. C. North and R. P. 
Thomas place particular emphasis on these administrative 
aspects of the system.10 The rise of the market economy and 
economic expansion in the towns gave landowners the op-
portunity to abandon the practice of running their estates on 
the labour services owed to them by their peasants, and 
hence considerably to reduce 'transaction costs' .11 Leasing 

10 D. C. North and R P. Thomas, 'The Rise and Fall of the Manorial System: A 
Theoretical Model', Journal of Economic Histury, 31 ( 1971), 777--803. 

11 Ibid. 793: 'The development and extension of a market for goods altered the 
basic economic conditions to which the classic institution of the manor had been 
the efficient response. Continued reductions in the costs of using the market to 
exchange goods eventually eliminated the need to specify the consumption bundle 
if a contract were based on a fixed wage, a fixed rent, or a sharing of the output. 
Wages, rents, or a portion of the output, whether received in money or in kind, 
could now be exchanged via the market for the consumption bundle the individual 
desired. When this point was reached, the traditional labour-sharing arrangements 
no longer enjoyed a relative advantage in terms of transaction costs.' 
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manorial land to peasants in return for fixed payments in 
cash and kind doubtless required a significantly smaller ad-
ministrative apparatus and lowered the cost of collecting 
peasant dues. 

During the early high Middle Ages serious conflicts arose 
with estate officials, who demanded more independence 
while at the same time usurping the rights of the land-
owners.12 For the most part these officials came from the 
manorial Jamilia and, in the course of time, rose to form a 
qualified élite within manorial society. As their positions were 
strengthened by their important functi_on in the administra-
tion of the manors, the stewards and cellarers sought to tum 
their offices into hereditary fiefs and to achieve noble status. 
Especially in large ecclesiastical manors, such as the episco-
pal church of Constance and the Imperial abbey of St Gallen, 
we find many cases in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries of 
estate officials who used their positions of authority within 
the manorial system as a stepping-stone to knightly status, 
and to acquiring stewardships and manors as fiefs. 13 Once in 
possession, they generally refused to hand over the produce 
of the manor in the customary way, preferring instead to 
perform military service as knights. The alienation of numer-
ous manors and manorial rights by rising ministeriales was an 
inevitable consequence of this process of emancipation. The 
only effective means of preventing stewardships from becom-
ing hereditary offices, of containing the social ambitions of 
the villici, and of averting the alienation of manorial estates 
which presented itself to many landowners was the radical 
dissolution of the manorial system, entailing in its tum the 
leasing of demesne lands to dependent peasants. 

In addition to the unreliability of the villici, the growing 
unwillingness of the peasants to fulfil labour obligations was 

12 von Below, Landwirtschaft, 66-70; Liitge, Agrarveifassung, 83. 
13 K H. Ganahl, Studien zur Veifassungsgeschichte der Klosterherrschaft St. Gallen von 

den Anfangen bis ins hohe Mittelalter (Innsbruck, 1931), 117-43; G. Bradler, Studien 
zur Geschichte der Ministerialitiit im Allgau und in Oberschwaben (Goppingen, 1973), 
106-14; Continuatio Casuum sancti Galli, ed. G. Meyer von Knonau (Mitteilungen 
zur Vaterlandischen Geschichte, 17, 1879), 9g-100: 'cellerarii ecclesiae jura 
villicationis in modum beneficiorum habere contendebant, et contra consuetudi-
nem quidam ex ipsis more nobilium gladium cingebanL' 
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another important reason for the decline of the classic 
manor. The rise of the towns with their wide-ranging econ-
omic activities, and the attractive conditions of settlement 
available to peasants in newly colonized areas offered many 
dissatisfied dependants the opportunity to escape from the 
constraints of the manorial system and to create freer lives 
for themselves elsewhere.14 The personal discharge of com-
pulsory labour services on the manorial estates met with 
increasing resistance from peasants liable to such services, 
since these labour contributions reduced the amount of 
time and energy they could devote to the running of their 
own farms. 15 In 1 1 1 7, when the Alsatian monastery of 
Maursmiinster commuted the three-day labour services of 
its dependants into cash payments, the abbot justified 
this measure by referring to the increasing unwillingness of 
the peasants to discharge their labour obligations. The serv-
ices in question had been badly, negligently, and reluctantly 
performed; commutation was, therefore, in the interest 
of both the peasants and the monastic landlords.16 The 
improved condition of the peasants in the economy of the 
high Middle Ages and their growing self-confidence made 
them less and less willing to perform time-consuming labour 
services on manorial estates. On the other hand, the mano-
rial economy's loss oflabour services was more than offset by 
the increase in revenues. Thus many landowners who wished 
to retain responsibility for managing their own estates be-
came more and more inclined to commute services into cash 
payments and to employ day labourers instead of relying on 
peasants liable to compulsory service. 

14 Cf. K.-H. SpieB, 'Zur Landflucht im Mittelalter', Die Grundherrschaft im spaten 
Mittelalter, ed. H. Patze (Vortrage und Forschungen, 27; Sigmaringen, 1983), 163-
4; Rosener, Bauern, 31-7. 

15 See Dopsch, Herrschaft und Bauer, 126. 
16 A. Hanauer, Les Constitutions des campagnes de l'Alsace au Mayen-Age (Paris, 

1864), 51: 'Anno Verbi Incarnati circiter 1117, pie memorie abbas Adelo ex 
Gorzio, venerabili cenobio, ad Mauri gubernandum accitus monasterium, 
deliberato animo, communicato fratrum suorum consilio, pro inutilitate, pro 
incuria, pro torpore ac desidia curie servientium, hominum videlicet, ut dicebantur, 
dominicalium, triduanum commutavit servitium ea conditione, eo tenore, ut quan-
tum in censu, tantum pro servitio redderetur, sicque tarn illorum pudori seu 
inutilitati, quam nostre consuleretur sumptuositati.' 
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III 

The specific mechanisms by which the classic manorial sys-
tem was dismantled differed according to region and type of 
manor. Time-scales also varied. Three main forms of dissol-
ution can be identified.17 

1. The whole demesne could be leased to a single tenant 
in return for a fixed rent, or on a share-cropping basis. 
In such cases the demesne essentially remained intact 
and frequently continued to serve the landowner as a 
collection point for rents and as the seat of the mano-
rial court. 

2. The demesne lands could be divided up into a number 
of small, independent farmsteads. 

3. The demesne lands could be split up into a large 
number of individual, dependent holdings. 

In addition to these three main variants, a whole range 
of specifically local procedures for dividing up and renting 
out demesne lands can also be found. As landowners either 
withdrew from, or reduced their participation in, the 
running of their manorial estates, labour services were 
largely rendered superfluous and were generally commuted 
into cash payments. As a result, in many places these services 
were reduced to a few days a year, which meant that 
the burden on the peasant economy was minimal. In some 
regions manors went through an intermediate stage of dis-
solution in the twelfth century, when undivided manors 
were leased in toto to estate officials and knightly vassals in 
return for a share of the produce or for a fixed rent. After a 
time, however, even these manors were divided up, the de-
mesne and peasant holdings were separated from one 
another, and rented out to peasant tenants on an individual 
basis. In most instances the dissolution of manors also meant 

17 J. Kiihn, Das Bauerngut der alten Grundherrschaft (Leipzig, 1912), 5; Liitge, 
Agrarueifassung, 84-5; W. Rosener, Grundherrschaft im Wandel. Untersuchungen zur 
Entwicklung geistlicher Grundherrschaften im sudwestdeutschen Raum vom 9. bis r 4. 
Jahrhunderl (Gottingen, 1991), 468-71. 
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that large numbers of unfree manorial serfs were released. 
Some became small farmers while others found employ-
ment, either as day labourers or in rural or urban crafts. 

The transformation of the manorial system in the high 
Middle Ages did not, as has often been claimed, lead to 
the practice of direct management being totally abandoned. 
Large, middling, and small landowners continued to 
administer some of their estates in person. In particular, they 
often retained direct control of farms at the centre of the 
manorial complex in order to guarantee supplies of basic 
necessities.18 All in all, however, the disintegration of the 
classic manorial system led to a considerable reduction in 
direct management by landowners. As a result, the economic 
interdependence of demesne and dependent tenant farms, 
which formed the nucleus of the manorial system in the early 
Middle Ages, largely came to an end. Labour services de-
creased significantly, and personal ties between dependent 
peasants and landowners were relaxed. In many regions 
peasants also gained greater freedom of movement, higher 
social status, and more rights over farms and other smaller 
leaseholdings. The phasing out of labour services strength-
ened the autonomy of the peasant economy and made the 
work of the peasants more effective and rewarding. As part of 
this development, peasant farms increasingly supplied the 
towns with agricultural produce. Progressive development of 
the land, the extra acreage devoted to agricultural use and, 
above all, the increase in grain production in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries guaranteed the expanding towns a rela-
tively secure supply of basic foodstuffs. Thus the dissolution 
of the old manors and the general transformation of the 
agricultural order boosted peasant efficiency and stimulated 
agricultural production to meet the needs of the growing 
population. 

In the nineteenth century Lamprecht and Inama-Sternegg 
argued that direct manorial management disappeared corn-

18 W. Rosener, 'Ritterliche Wirtschaftsverhaltnisse und Turnier im sozialen 
Wandel des Hochmittelalters', Das ritterliche Turnier im Mittelalter, ed. J. Fleckenstein 
(Veroffentlichungen des Max-Planck-lnstituts für Geschichte, So; Göttingen, 
1985), 327; id., Grundherrschaft im Wandel, 560-66. 
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pletely during the high Middle Ages. 19 Their views were 
rightly refuted by Dopsch, who cited examples showing that 
the practice was by no means universally abandoned. 20 More 
recent studies of agrarian history in the high and late Middle 
Ages have similarly confirmed that even after the breakup of 
the classic manorial system, a large number of landowners 
retained direct control of their demesnes.21 However, there 
were fundamental differences between the classic manorial 
economy of the early Middle Ages and the kind of direct 
management practised by landowners in the late Middle 
Ages. In the later period demesne farms were chiefly culti-
vated by free wage-earners and day labourers; in the earlier 
period by villeins and unfree serfs. The directly managed 
demesnes of the late Middle Ages also supplied considerable 
quantities of produce to the market, thus differing from 
their early medieval forerunners, who clearly tended towards 
economic autonomy. Although the earlier picture of the 
decline of the classic manor has been revised in a number of 
important ways, the radical changes that took place during 
the high Middle Ages were extremely significant. Dopsch's 
view22 that no far-reaching transformation of the manorial 
system took place in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and 
that it is therefore impossible to speak of a real decline of the 
classic manor, is not supported by more recent research on 
individual regions and manors. 23 

In some parts of the German Empire the process by which 
the manorial system disintegrated began in the eleventh 
century, accelerated during the twelfth century and came to 
an end in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.24 It seems 

19 K. Lamprecht, Deutsches Wirtschaftsleben im Mittelalter, i, pt. 2 (Leipzig, 1886), 
862--984; K. Th. von Inama-Stemegg, Deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte, ii (Leipzig, 
1891), 148--g, 162-4. 

20 Dopsch, Herrschaft und Bauer, 132-64. 
21 Die Grundherrschaft im spaten Mittelalter, ed. H. Patze (Vortrage und 

Forschungen, 27; Sigmaringen, 1983), passim. 
22 Dopsch, Herrschaft und Bauer, 12g-64. 
23 Ch.-E. Perrin, 'La Societe rurale allemande du X< au XIII< siecle d'apres un 

ouvrage recent', Revue histarique de droitfranrais et etranger, 4th ser., 24 (1945), 82-
102; Ph. Dollinger, L'Evolution des classes rurales en Baviere depuis la fin de l'epoque 
carolingienne jusqu'au milieu du XIII! siecle (Paris, 1949), 122-8; Rosener, 
Grundherrschaft im Wandel 557-66. 

24 Cf. Dollinger, L'Evolution des classes rurales en Baviere, 122-8; Ch.-E. Perrin, 'Le 
Grand domaine en Allemagne', Recueils de la Societejean Bodin, 3 (1949), u5-47; 
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to have started in Lorraine and in some western parts of the 
empire. Studies by Perrin have shown that by the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries it had already produced significant 
changes in the older manorial system.25 The present writer's 
own investigations into neighbouring south-west Germany 
have demonstrated that the process of disintegration ex-
tended over a long period during the twelfth and .thirteenth 
centuries, taking different forms at different times in indi-
vidual manors. 26 In the manors owned by the old abbeys and 
Imperial churches, the old system disintegrated mainly in 
the twelfth century, whereas in manors belonging to the 
Benedictine monastic order, the transformation quite clearly 
began later and reached its culmination in the middle of the 
thirteenth century. 

On leasehold farms, sharecroppingwas a transitional stage 
in the development of the late medieval leasehold system, 
and at the turn of the fourteenth century many traces of the 
classic manor remained. In the south-west these structural 
changes produced what was predominantly a system of rents 
and leaseholding which, however, was not as 'fossilized' as is 
often suggested.27 

In the south-east region of Germany the decline of the 
classic manor began at about the same time as in the south-
west, although in some areas the process took somewhat 
longer to be completed.28 Developments in Bavaria during 
the high Middle Ages have been studied in detail by 
Dollinger.29 In his view the classic manors in Bavaria went 
into decline mainly in the twelfth century. They were sup-
planted by a new agricultural infrastructure based on tenant 

Liitge, Agraroerfassung, 83-g4; Henning, Landwirtschaft, i. 93-6; E. Munch, 'Die 
Grundherrschaft des vollentfalteten Feudalismus im ProzeB des gesellschaftlichen 
Fortschritts', kitschrift far Geschichtswissenschaft, 27 ( 1979), 145-8. 

25 Ch.-E. Perrin, Recherches sur lo, sei,gneurie rurale en Lorraine d 'apres les plus anciens 
censiers, IX•-XIP siede (Paris, 1935), 626-59; Ganshof and Verhulst, Medieval 
Agrarian Society, 306-7 

26 Rosener, Grundherrschaft im Wande~ 557-66. 
27 W. Rosener, 'Die spatmittelalterliche Grundherschaft im siidwestdeutschen 

Raum als Problem der Sozialgeschichte', 7.eitschrift far die Geschichte des Oberrheins, 
127 (1979), 17-69. 

28 Dopsch, Herrschaft und Bauer, 60-78, 12g-64. 
29 Ph. Dollinger, L 'Evolution des clo,sses rurales en Baviere, German trans.: Der 

bayerische Bauernstand vom 9. bis zum z3.Jahrhundert (Munich, 1982). 
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farms, in which the manorial estates were combined into 
officia. Dollinger insists that this transformation amounts to 
a 'veritable economic revolution'.30 The close ties between 
peasant holdings and their administrative centres were re-
laxed, and the labour services which had become superflu-
ous because of the division of demesne lands were generally 
superseded by money rents. Ultimately, Bavarian landowners 
ceased to play any active role in the administration of their 
possessions-they had become absentee landlords. 

Although Werner Wittich's Die Grundherrschaft in Nordwest-
deutschland (1896) 31 stimulated a number of important 
studies of the impact of structural change during the high 
Middle Ages on the manorial system in general, and on 
agriculture in north-west Germany in particular, the work 
was long overrated. More recent studies by Weigel, Achilles, 
and Last,32 moreover, have shown that Wittich's main argu-
ments about the disintegration of the classic manor in north-
west Germany are untenable, especially those relating to the 
release of lati, the joining together of hides to form new 
Meierhöfe ( estates leased to villici) and the emergence of a so-
called 'pure form' of manorial organization following the 
disintegration of the classic manorial system in the thir-
teenth century. Despite these objections, no authoritative 
work on the actual process of change in the north-western 
part of Germany has yet been published. To fill this gap 
remains an essential task for historians. 

In the northern Rhineland, manorial estates evidently be-
gan to adapt to the new conditions in the early twelfth cen-

30 Dollinger, L 'Evolution des classes rurales en Baviere, 12 2: 'En Baviere comme dans 
le reste de l'Allemagne, le systeme des villications, apres etre reste pendant trois 
siecles le type dominant de l'economie seigneuriale, est remplace au cours du Xlle 
par un type nouveau, qu'on peut appeler le systeme de censives. II se produit done 
a ce moment une veritable revolution economique.' 

31 W. Wittich, Die Grundherrschaft in Nordwestdeutschl,and (Leipzig, 1896); id., 'Die 
Entstehung des Meierrechts und die Auflosung der Villikationen in Niedersachsen 
und Westfalen', aitschriftfiirSocial-und Wirthschaftsgeschichte, 2 (1894), 1-61. 

32 H. Weigel, 'Studien zur Verfassung und· Verwaltung des Grundbesitzes des 
Frauenstiftes Essen (852-1803) ', BeUrage zur Geschicht.e von Stadt und Stift Essen, 76 
(1960), 174-87; W. Achilles, 'Die Entstehung des niedersiichsischen Meierrechts 
nach Werner Wittich', aitschrift far Agrargeschicht.e und Agrarsoziologie, 25 (1977), 
145-69; M. Last, 'Villikationen geistlicher Grundherren in Nordwestdeutschland in 
der Zeit vom 12. bis zum 14.Jahrhundert (Diozesen Osnabnick, Bremen, Verden, 
Minden, Hildesheim)', Die Grundherrschaft im spat.en Mitt.el,alter, i. 36g-450. 
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tury.33 Influenced by agricultural developments in the neigh-
bouring Low Countries, in the Lower Rhine region the ma-
norial system was abandoned at an early stage and replaced 
-especially near the towns-by a distinctive system of fixed-
term leases for agricultural land. According to Irsigler, the 
conversion of old demesne farms into fixed-term tenancies 
took place around Cologne mainly in the thirteenth century, 
while further north various forms of hereditary tenancy be-
came the rule.34 

IV 

The fact that so much attention has been paid to the general 
decline in the direct management of manorial possessions 
during the high Middle Ages in Germany should by no 
means encourage us to regard this process as having been 
inevitabk. The emergence of new forms of estate manage-
ment on lands owned by some of the new monastic orders, 
and developments in England should warn us against jump-
ing to conclusions. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
large numbers of new Cistercian and Praemonstratensian 
monasteries managed their estates directly.35 At a time when 
many of the old Benedictine abbeys were abandoning direct 
management, the new orders were developing methods of 
exploiting their extensive possessions as fully as possible, by 
farming the land themselves with the help of lay brothers 

33 B. Huppertz, Raume und Schichten bauerlicher Kultuiformen inDeutschland (Bonn, 
1939), 101-g; F. Steinbach, 'Die rheinischen Agraiverhaltnisse', CollectaneaFranz 
Steinbach, ed. F. Petri and G. Droege (Bonn,_ 1967), 416-25; F. Irsigler, 'Die 
Auflosung der Villikationsverlassung und der Ubergang zum Zeitpachtsystem im 
Nahbereich niederrheinischer Stadte wahrend des 13./14. Jahrhunderts', Die 
Grundherrschaft im spaten Mittelalter, i. 295-310. 

34 Irsigler, 'Die Aufliisung', 309-10. 
ll5 Cf. L. J. Lekai, The Cistercians, Ideals and Reality (Kent, 1977), 282-333; R A. 

Donkin, The Cistercians: Studies in the Geography of Medieval England and Wales (To-
ronto, 1978); C. Higounet, 'Le premier siecle de l'economie rurale cistercienne', 
Atti delta settima Settimana internazionale di studi medioevali Mendola, 1977 (Milan, 
1980), 345-68; L'Economie cistercienne: Troisieme journees internationales d'histoire, 
1981 (Flaran, 3; Auch, 1983); W. Rosener, 'Zur Wirtschaftstatigkeit der 
Zisterzienser im Hochmittelalter', aitschrift far Agrargeschichte und Agrarsoziologie, 30 
(1982), 117-48; D. Lohrmann, 'Die Wrrtschaftshofe der Pramonstratenser im 
hohen und spiiten Mittelalter', Grundherrschaft im spaten Mittelalter, i. 205-40. 
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and paid labourers, and also by participating actively in land 
development schemes. The Cistercians sold the abundant 
produce from their excellently managed granges at markets 
in neighbouring towns, thus making considerable profits. In 
contrast to Germany during the high Middle Ages, in Eng-
land the process of commercialization that took place in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries did not lead to a marked 
decline in the direct management of manorial holdings 
which might have resulted in a fundamental transformation 
of the manorial system.36 English landlords, faced with an 
increase in agricultural production and a rise in grain prices, 
sold the surpluses from demesnes under direct management 
at urban markets. In the high Middle Ages English land-
owners took advantage of the emerging market economy to 
make profits from the sale of their agricultural produce, 
whereas their French and German counterparts largely aban-
doned direct management and reverted to forms of owner-
ship based predominantly on rents in cash and in kind.37 An 
explanation of this astonishing difference will come to light 
only after further analysis and discussion. 

36 M. M. Postan, 'England', Cambridge Economic History of Europe, i (Cambridge, 
1966), 548-632;]. Z. Titow,EnglishRuralSociety, r200-z350 (London, 1969), 60-
2; E. Miller and J. Hatcher, Medieval England: Rural Society and Economic Change 
zo86-z348(London, 1978), 184-g7, 213-24. 

" Cf. Bloch, Seigneurie franfO,ise et manoir anglais (2nd edn., Cahiers des Annales, 
16; Paris, 1967). 




